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WEST CENTRAL AFRICAN PEOPLES: SURVEY OF RADIOCARBON DATES OVER THE PAST 5000 YEARS

Richard Oslisly1,2 • Ilham Bentaleb3 • Charly Favier3 • Michel Fontugne4 • Jean François Gillet5 • Julie Morin-Rivat5

ABSTRACT. Tracing human history in west central Africa suffers from a scarcity of historical data and archaeological remains. In order to provide new insight into this problem, we reviewed 733 radiocarbon dates of archaeological sites from the end of the Late Stone Age, Neolithic Stage, and Early and Late Iron Age in Cameroon, Gabon, Central African Republic, Equatorial Guinea, Republic of Congo, and the western Democratic Republic of Congo. This review provides a spatiotemporal framework of human settlement in the forest biome. Beyond the well-known initial spread of Iron Age populations through central African forests from 2500 cal BP, it depicts the geographical patterns and links with the cultural evolution of the successive phases of human expansion from 5000 to 3000 cal BP and then from 3000 to 1600 cal BP, of the hinterland depopulation from 1350 to 860 cal BP, and of recolonization up to 500 cal BP.

INTRODUCTION

In the western part of central Africa, archaeological surveys during the last 3 decades have provided more than 50 scientific publications (see Appendix S1, online Supplementary file) contributing to our knowledge on cultural changes and their timing. These studies of ancient human occupation sites reveal 4 cultural changes during the last 5000 yr: the end of the Late Stone Age (LSA) around 3500 cal BP supplanted by a Neolithic stage from 3500 to 1900 cal BP, itself progressively replaced by the Early Iron Age (EIA) from 2800 to 1000 cal BP, followed by the Late Iron Age (LIA) between 1000 cal BP and the 18th century (colonial period). Previous studies conducted in central and eastern Gabon and southern Cameroon (Oslisly 2001, 2006; Eggert et al. 2006) have shown an increase in the number of radiocarbon dates from 2100 to 1700 cal BP followed by an abrupt decrease in human occupation sites from 1600 to 1000 cal BP, and a total absence of 14C dates from 1350 to 860 cal BP in the forest hinterland (Oslisly 1998, 2001; Wotzka 2006). This phase ends at 900 cal BP when the LIA populations settled in the area.

Here, we review the available literature in order to create a database of human occupation in west central Africa. This database was then used to refine the chronosequence of the cultural changes over the past 5000 yr.

STUDY AREA

The study area encompassed 6 countries of central Africa (the southern half of Cameroon, continental Equatorial Guinea, Gabon, Republic of Congo, the western part of the Democratic Republic of Congo, and the southwest Central African Republic) between latitudes 7°N–6°S and longitudes 9°E–20°E. The 2 current major biomes of the region are mixed and dense forests and savannas (Figure I).
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METHODS

We reviewed 54 papers that cite $^{14}$C dates for archaeological sites for the period 5000 to 100 BP and describe the associated cultural traditions (see the full data tables and references in the online Supplementary files: Appendices S1 and S2). This literature review is supplemented with 31 unpublished $^{14}$C dates processed by the accelerator mass spectrometry (AMS) facilities of LMC14 Saclay, Poznań Radiocarbon Laboratory, Leibniz-Labor (Kiel), and Beta Analytic (Miami).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The review of the literature combined with unpublished data allowed identifying 733 $^{14}$C dates spanning 4 cultural periods. The database of human occupation sites is presented in Appendix S2. Among these dates, 16 have been rejected by the authors of the corresponding articles, 25 were modern dates, 94 were considered duplicates (very similar dates in the same site), and 12 correspond to the Bioko Island (Equatorial Guinea), specific to an isolated population that came in contact with Iron Age culture at the arrival of the Europeans during the 18th century. Hence, we refined the database by excluding these 147 dates on the basis of the above criteria, leading to a new database of 586 dates (Appendix S1 and S2) corresponding to 328 identified archaeological sites.
The data summarized in Table 1 confirm previous work (Clist 1995; de Maret 1985; Eggert 1993; Oslisly 1993, 2001; Wotzka 2006) showing an exponential increase in the number of sites and dates during the period 5000–100 cal BP, in particular during the Iron Age, which can be attributed to the expansion of the Bantu people.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cultural periods</th>
<th>End of Late Stone Age 5000–3500 cal BP</th>
<th>Neolithic Stage 3500–1900 cal BP</th>
<th>Early Iron Age 2800–1000 cal BP</th>
<th>Late Iron Age 1000–100 cal BP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of dates</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>285</td>
<td>171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of sites</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of sites with long occupation</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The combination of the 14C dates with the analysis of the archaeological material (e.g. flaked and polished stones, pottery shape and decoration, iron tools) allowed assessing four cultural groups: the last hunter-gatherers of the LSA, the first sedentary population of the Neolithic stage and the metalurgists of EIA and LIA (Oslisly 2001), corresponding to 4 main groups of dates ranging between 5000–3500 cal BP (group 1), 3500–1900 cal BP (group 2), 2800–1000 cal BP (group 3) and 1000–100 cal BP (group 4), respectively.

**Group 1: 5500–3500 cal BP**

This group corresponds to the end of the Late Stone Age, a long period that started ~45,000 cal BP (Oslisly et al. 2006), characterized by populations of hunter-gatherers that mastered stone-knapping with small stone tools as arrowheads, points, scrapers, and notched tools of quartz, jasper, and flint. Group 1 is represented at 27 sites with 33 dates. This period ceased with the arrival of the new migrants of the Neolithic stage.

**Group 2: 3500–1900 cal BP**

This group refers to the Neolithic Stage ranging between 3500 cal BP and 1900 cal BP on the coast of Gabon and Congo. We use the term “Neolithic Stage” because it best explains the phase between the Late Stone Age and the Early Iron Age where people started to become sedentary, worked and polished stone tools, and made the first pottery. They used stone hoes and axes to create the first forms of slash-and-burn agriculture, which likely represented the first impacts on the forest. Some 64 excavations and 97 dates can be ascribed to this group.

Figure 2 reveals that this group resided in the Lopé National Park in Gabon (Oslisly and Fontugne 1993) and along the coast of the Congo near Pointe Noire (Denbow 2012), in contact with iron workers during 500 yr and disappeared around 1900 cal BP. This transition is confounded by the period known as the Hallstatt Plateau at 2450 BP (800–400 cal BC), which results in wide ranges of calibrated dates that make it impossible to obtain a detailed chronology.

**Group 3: 2800–1000 cal BP**

While an apparent Iron Age is known around 2800 cal BP, we observed an important increase in the number of dates only around 2000–1700 cal BP, which indicates a demographic explosion of iron workers (Figure 2). This long period, from 2800 to 1000 cal BP, is known as the Early Iron Age and is represented by 285 dates collected in 182 sites. These iron workers generally settled on hilltops, constructed iron reduction furnaces in clay near villages, and manufactured pottery of diverse shapes and decorations. They also practiced slash-and-burn agriculture by creating clearings in the
forest with more efficient iron tools (Oslisly 1998). From 1600 to 1000 cal BP, there is a significant
decrease in the number of dates (Oslisly 2001; Wotzka 2006). It is important to note that this
decrease is characterized by a total absence of dates between 1350 to 860 cal BP in the area of the
forest hinterland situated between 4°N and 1°30' S and 10°30'E and 15°00'E (Figure 1). The charac-
terization of this hiatus, described as a “population crash” (Oslisly 2001), relies on at least 76 dates
covering the period from 2400 to 100 cal BP (Figure 3).

This area is not neglected and has been the subject of archaeological surveys and excavations during
the last decade (Oslisly 2006; Eggert et al. 2006; Meister and Eggert 2008; Meister 2010 for south-
west and south Cameroon; Oslisly and De Saulieu current fieldwork in the Sangmelima/Djoum/
Mbalam/Souanké in southern Cameroon and northern Congo; Morin-Rivat in southeast Cameroon
and northern Congo; Oslisly and Assoko 2007 in central Gabon). Archaeological research under our
supervision has also started in northern Gabon in order to connect the studied areas of central Gabon
and southern Cameroon.
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**Group 4: 1000–100 cal BP**

The Late Iron Age (LIA) started gradually from 1000 cal BP and reached a maximum number of dates around 500 cal BP. After this peak, the dates decreased until the colonial period. In this central forest block, the LIA is characterized by the establishment of migrant populations having originated from the north, east, and south. They practiced new techniques for iron reduction, with the pit furnace made up of long tubes. Their pottery, often decorated by rolled impressions with wooden roulette or braided cord roulette, are less diversified than those of the EIA (Oslisly 1998). This pottery manufacture ceased at the outset of commercial exchanges with Europe from the 18th century with the introduction of crockery. Group 4 is described by 128 excavation sites and 171 dates.

**CONCLUSION**

$^{14}$C dating, as a fundamental aspect in human sciences, allowed us to recognize a cultural sequence from a foraging stage with stone flakes to a sedentary stage with pottery. During this later phase, people built villages on hilltops; mastered arts of fire, pottery, and metallurgy of iron; and practiced slash-and-burn agriculture. Despite the difficulties in fieldwork and accessing the archaeological sites in these remote forest regions and the cost of the $^{14}$C dating, the pioneer work of de Maret (1985), Oslisly (1993), Eggert (1993), and Clist (1995) has increased our understanding of these ancient populations. New and ongoing research will help to complement the earlier work for this region.
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